18	MYSELF AND  MY FRIENDS
now learn as others learn, and therefore my mind
possesses no orderly and copious store of approved
knowledge
I should never have dared even to try to write this
story of my life had I not read in the wonderful book
from which I have already quoted—Leonardo da Vinci's
Note-book—lines which seemed to make me do it
"I am fully aware that the fact of my not being a
man of letters may cause certain arrogant persons to
think that they may with reason censure me, alleging
that I am a man ignorant of book learnmg Foolish
folk1 Do they not know that I might retort by saying,
as did Manus to the Roman patricians 'They who
themselves go about adorned in the labour of others
will not permit me my own ' They will say that,
because of my lack of book-learning, I cannot properly
express what I desire to treat of1 Do they not know
that my subjects require for their exposition Experience
rather than Words of Others'* And since Experience
has been the Mistress of whoever has written well, I
take her as my mistress, and to her in all points make
my appeal "
These words told me "Never mind the lack of book-
learning1 You have learned from experience Perhaps
what you can say may be of use to others, so say itf"
I was five years old, and must go to a kindergarten
My father took me and left me with the mistress She
wore musty black clothes and ringlets Tall and gaunt,
she terrified me I was set to do a task of needlework
I've no doubt it was a sampler, for I never see a sampler
now without feeling the tears that went to the making of
it Even to this day, though I can design a dress with
anyone, I would rather go in old clothes than sew new
ones I suppose my distaste for the needle was created
by my father At all events, it was fostered by him
"Stop that rag-stabbing," he would say, "and come
out on the hills", and off we would go
I began to nod over the sampler until, my heac

